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EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKILLS
Ms. Soma Mitra
Faculty in Human Resource & Communication
Interscience Institute of Management & Technology ( IIMT ), Bhubaneswar.

Abstract
Effective communication is the crucial
component to a success outcomes.
Technical experts want to study inside side
the sector of powerful conversation. This
paper offers a step-via-step approach to the
field of effective human communication.
Research has provided notion into the
techniques of human perception and verbal
exchange. These insights have added about
the improvement of gear and procedures
that growth appreciably the effectiveness of
that communication considerably. The
verbal exchange technique is cut up into
seven exceptional steps. Whilst taken in
order, the ones steps deliver the speaker
the cap ability to talk and feature an impact
on a huge form of people. Engineers and
technical experts inside facet the IEEE
surroundings can use the 7-Step effective
conversation technique to growth their
communication effectiveness. By way of
doing so they'll stand out as extra successful
and additional equipped at influencing,
main, and conveying mind and ideas to
their colleagues and others. The 7-Step
powerful communication procedure
permits the speaker to recognize the form
of the communication that might be most
useful for the listener. As soon as this has
been mounted, the speaker then builds
rapport and starts the technique of records
the listener's paradigms. As soon as the
listener's paradigms are understood the
speaker can then ship the popular message
after which determine if the message
modified into obtained as supposed. This
approach is fast and can be carried out
within facet the route of informal
conversation, within facet the midst of an
crucial meeting, or from a platform
presentation. It may be done in a huge
business enterprise or one-on-one.

Introduction:Within the data age, we should send,
acquire, and manner huge numbers of
messages every day. But powerful
conversation is about extra than simply
replacing information; it's also
approximately expertise the emotion
behind the statistics. Powerful verbal
exchange can improve relationships at
home, paintings, and in social situations via
deepening your connections to others and
enhancing teamwork, selection-making, and
hassle solving. It enables you to talk even
terrible or difficult messages without
creating conflict or destroying trust.
Effective communication combines a set of
talents such as nonverbal verbal exchange,
attentive listening, the capability to manage
strain in the moment, and the capability to
apprehend and apprehend your very own
feelings and people of the person you’re
communicating with. Whilst effective
communication is a discovered talent, it is
extra powerful whilst it’s spontaneous as
opposed to formulaic. A speech that is
study, as an instance, rarely has the same
impact as a speech that’s added (or appears
to be brought) spontaneously. Of path, it
takes effort and time to expand these
talents and end up an effective
communicator. The extra attempt and
exercise you put in, the extra instinctive and
spontaneous your conversation capabilities
will become.
Effective verbal exchange
An powerful communication is a technique
of exchanging thoughts, thoughts, knowhow and facts such that the purpose or
purpose is fulfilled within the exceptional
feasible way. In easy words, it is nothing but
the presentation of perspectives by means
of the sender in a manner exceptional
understood with the aid of the receiver.
It generally include:
I. Sender: the person that initiates the
procedure of verbal exchange via sending a
message;

Key phrases : communication talent, frame
language, emotions, message, feelings and
Scope of communication
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Ii. Receiver: the only to whom the message
is to be delivered.

Powerful communication competencies
Conveying a message successfully is an art
as well as a skill advanced after continuous
exercise and revel in. The predetermined
set of talents required for an influential
communication system are as follows:

Characteristics of powerful communication
Just handing over a message isn't always
sufficient; it need to meet the motive of the
sender. Retaining this in mind, allow us to
speak the factors which make verbal
exchange effective:

Developing your communication
competencies
1. Provide them the impression that
you’re obsessed with speaking to them.

1.
Clear Message: The message which
the sender wants to deliver need to be
easy, easy to recognize and systematically
framed to hold its meaningfulness.
2.
Correct Message: The data
communicated need to no longer be vague
or fake in any experience; it have to be
unfastened from errors and grammatical
errors.
Three. Complete Message: communication
is the bottom for choice making. If the
information is incomplete, it may result in
wrong choices.
4.
Precise Message: The message sent
have to be short and concise to facilitate
straightforward interpretation and take the
favored steps.
5.
Reliability: The sender need to make
certain from his end that something he's
conveying is right via his know-how. Even
the receiver should have consider at the
sender and might depend upon the
message sent.
6.
Attention of the Recipient: The
medium of verbal exchange and different
physical settings should be deliberate,
preserving in thoughts the mind-set,
language, know-how, training stage and
position of the receiver.
7.
Sender’s Courtesy: The message so
drafted ought to replicate the sender’s
courtesy, humbleness and respect in the
direction of the receiver.

They want to sense that you would rather
be speak me to them than all and sundry
else. While you provide them the
influence which you are excited about
speaking to them and which you care
approximately them, you make them
experience better approximately
themselves. As a end result, they’ll be
more likely to sincerely open up to you.
2. Ask open-ended questions about
their pastimes.
Ask questions with the intention to get
them to talk approximately their pastimes
and their lifestyles in a way that gives you
with insight into their wants and needs.
Whilst you assist them advantage a brand
new, tremendous angle about their state
of affairs, they may feel a deep experience
of connection with you.
3. Adapt to their body language and
emotions.
Pay unique attention to their nonverbal
communication. Watch their frame
language and posture, also be aware of
their inflection and word alternatives.
Now, tailor your words, body language,
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and voice tone to suit what you have
determined. Doing this will help them feel
a deep unconscious reference to you.

memories approximately exciting
occasions out of your lifestyles or just
describe zany instances from everyday
ordinary life. As you try this, ensure now
not to say matters that stray too some
distance from where their hobbies and
values lie. Not anything builds trust like
authentic transparency.

4. Show them approval: tell them what
you appreciate about them and why.
One of the best ways to instantly connect
to people is to be forthright and inform
them exactly why you want or admire
them. If being too direct isn’t suitable,
insinuate with a few indirect statements
right here and there. Both technique can
be similarly as powerful due to the fact
each person responds properly to
approval.

8. Deliver the influence that you are at
the equal group.
Use words like “we, us, we’re, our, and
ourselves” to right away build a bond.
While you operate those phrases, you
make it look like you're all at the equal
team with a common goal or concern.
This movements you into their circle at
the same time as everybody else seems
lack your unique perception and
information.

5. Pay attention attentively to
everything they say.
Don’t cognizance an excessive amount of
on what you’re going to mention next as
they're speaking. As an alternative,
concentrate to each word they are saying
and reply returned as relevantly and
smoothly as possible. This indicates
human beings which you are interested
by what they've to mention and you're
fully engaged and within the moment
with them. Additionally ensure to ask
questions every time there’s something
they say which you don’t quite recognize.
This could help fill any potentially
awkward lapses in communication.

9. Provide them your first-rate smile.
While you smile at people, you speak
which you like them and their presence
brings you happiness. Smiling at them
will reason them to subconsciously need
to smile lower back at you in an effort to
instantly construct rapport among the
two of you. Simply make sure that your
smile is honest due to the fact if it’s no
longer they may experience it.
10. Provide beneficial hints.

6. Deliver them the proper amount of
eye touch.

Endorse restaurants you’ve been to,
places you’ve been to, films you’ve visible,
helpful humans they’d like to satisfy,
books you’ve read, profession
opportunities and something else you
may think about. Describe what changed
into so superb approximately the ones
people, locations and things and how they
may enchantment to the alternative
individual. In case you recommend
sufficient ideas that interest them, they'll
have a look at you as a “visit” man or
woman once they want to decide
approximately what to do subsequent.

Eye touch communicates to the opposite
person which you are not simplest
interested by them and what they have to
mention, however that you also are
straightforward. While completed
sparsely, they will also expect you are
confident in yourself because of your
willingness to stand them immediately. As
a end result, people will evidently want to
pay greater interest to you and what you
have got to mention.
7. Screen as an awful lot about yourself
as feasible.

11. Deliver them encouragement.

One of the nice methods to earn a
person’s accept as true with is to reveal
yourself as overtly as you can. Inform

If the person you’re managing is more
youthful or in a greater tough position
than you, they will appreciate any
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encouragement you may offer. Whilst you
help them experience greater assured in
their personal capabilities they will price
your input. This enables even out the
connection. Persuade them that they
could surpass their problems and
limitations and they may experience
suitable approximately connecting with
you.

However the way you say it's far greater
crucial than how frequently say it. If you
say their call with the proper inflection, it
is able to virtually deliver a whole lot of
positive feeling without delay to their
worried gadget. If their call feels exact to
them while you say it, they'll sense
bonded to you on a unconscious degree
without even knowing why.

12. Appear to have a barely better
energy level than the other man or
woman.

14. Offer to take the connection a step
in addition.
There are a number of factors you may do
to strengthen your friendship with a
person: provide to eat with them, talk
over a cup of espresso, see a sports
activities sport, have a beer or with them,
and so on. Even if human beings don’t
take you up to your offers, they'll be
flattered that you like them enough to
need to take the friendship to a deeper
degree. In a manner, they will appearance
as much as you due to the fact you have
got the heart to take rate of your lifestyles
and construct friendships in place of
watching for those friendships to
magically appear for you.

Generally, humans want to be round
individuals who lift them up, in place of
bringing them down. If you imply along
with your voice and your body language
which you have a barely better strength
degree, they will sense more energized
and advantageous at the same time as
round you. Don’t be so lively that you
positioned people off, however have
enough so that they feel energized after
speaking with you.
13. Say their name in a manner this is
desirable to their ears.
Someone’s call is one of the most
emotionally effective phrases for them.

Effective Communication Strategies

a) Making eye contact (like many
nonverbal cues, this is culturally
specific; in some cultures, direct eye
contact is a sign of disrespect)
b) Use attentive body language: sit slightly
forward with a relaxed, easy posture
c) Be aware of your gestures
d) Stay on the topic
e) Don’t be phony, be yourself
f) Be cultural sensitive
g) Focus on the other person
h) Determine what the other person
already knows, then fill in the gaps

i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)

Smile or nod
Don’t monopolize the conversation
Establish rapport
Arrange for privacy
Create an atmosphere free of
distractions and interruptions
Be warm and enthusiastic
Show interest
Look bright and alert
Ask open-ended questions
Use active listening

religious or cultural falls within the scope
communication. Scope of communication is
shown in the following figure:

Scope of Communication
Scope of communication skills is wider than any
other act of human behavior. The entire life of
human being involves communication. No one
can spend even a moment without use of
communication. From dawn to sleep time
people spend their time in any form of
communication. Any kind of activity whether it
is personal, organizational, political, social,
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various work groups or departments.
(E) Distribution and Marketing: In marketing
activities communication plays a very vital role.
Without use of communication, no organization
can promote its products in the market. Scope
of communication skills.
(F) Establishing relations: Communication helps
in establishing harmonious relationship
between labor and management.
(G) Controlling: All controlling functions involve
communication. Managers can effectively
control the activities of the subordinates by
using downward and upward communication.

1. Communication in personal life: The entire
life form birth to death of any person involves
communication. No one can spend any moment
without communication. A man interacts with
his family members, fellow friends or colleagues
involve communication. Even when he enjoys a
T.V. program or reads newspaper, he is engaged
in communication.

4. Communication in political life: Political
parties give special emphasis on
communication. Success of any political party
depends on mass communication system.
5. Communication in state affairs: Various
Government department used communication
to run the administration and to inform people
about development programs and other issues.

2. Communication in social life: Man is a social
being. So, people live in a group in the society.
To live in a society a man is to take part in the
social functions and to maintain relations with
the other members of the society. He is to play
different roles in the society activities.

6. Communication in religious life: For the
spread of religion communication is used.
Religious leaders inform different aspects of
religion to the people. So, in the religious life
communication is used comprehensively.

3. Communication in organizational life:
Communication is most important in business
organization. No organization exists without
communication. Communication is used in the
following organization activities.

7. Communication in foreign trade and
international affairs: Today every country of
the world is dependent on other countries in
different affairs. That’s why every country is to
establish and maintain international relations.
Improved communication system helps to
establish good relations with other countries.

(A) Planning and decision making: Managers
are to take decisions and make plans for the
business. For these purposes they are to collect
information and consult with others, which
involve communication. Scope of
communication skills.

Conclusion:-

(B) Selection and training: For selecting
employees for the organization is needed
advertisement, and take interview. Which
involves with communication? Giving training to
the employees also involves communication.

Effective communication can improve
relationships at home, work, and in social
situations by deepening your connections to
others and improving teamwork, decisionmaking, and problem solving. It enables you to
communicate even negative or difficult
messages without creating conflict or
destroying trust. Effective communication
combines a set of skills including nonverbal
communication, attentive listening, the ability
to manage stress in the moment, and the
capacity to recognize and understand your own
emotions and those of the person you’re

(C) Directing: To implement a plan managers
are to give orders and to issue instructions to
the subordinates-which requires effective
communication.
(D) Coordination: Managers are to use
communication to coordinate the activities of
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communicating with. Research has provided
insight into the processes of human perception
and communication. These insights have led to
the development of tools and procedures that
increase significantly the effectiveness of that
communication significantly.
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